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Setting Instructions for the Koro Rodent Trap
Description of Parts
1. Setting Pin or Dog- 3.5 inches long with two slight bends
2. Safety Hook-1.5 inches with a bend like the letter " J "
3. Trigger Pan with the company name KORO stamped on it
4. Anchor Cable - to keep a predator animal from rumiing off with dead rodent and trap.
5. Jaw- rectangular bar with coil spring that captures rodent
6. Coil Spring- provides tension to jaw
7. Bait Rod- metal dowel attached to Trigger Pan
Warning- Coil spring will cause pain i f fingers are caught in trap.
Gloves may help. Traps are oiled and hands will get dirty.
Step 1:
Place trap on a table so that the upper bar with safety Hook and Dog is next to your body. Trigger Pan
with the word "KORO" is facing away from you and is written upside down. Anchor cable is on your left
side.
Step 2:
Rotate Setting Pin and Safety Hook so they are resting on the "outside" of the trap. The hook of the J is
facing you.
Step 3:
With both hands firmly grasp the Jav^- bar and pull toward the top bar of the trap. With your thumb rotate
the Safety Hook and hook the jaw to hold it.
Step 4:
Rotate the Dog and place the end of the rod into and through the hole on the Trigger Pan.
Step 5:
For a blind set (without bait), place the trap over the hole where the rodents are coming in and out. The
trap is triggered by the rodent running over the Trigger Pan. Anchor the trap down using Drywall screws.
Wire or nail down the anchor cable. (You can extend the anchor cable with trapping wire.) I f you are
unsure where the rodents are living then bait the trap by placing a whole shell peanut onto the Bait Rod.
Locate it where there's evidence of rodent activity.
Step 6:
Unhook the Safety Hook keeping fingertips away from the trap jaw. The trap is now set to catch your
rodent.
Follow all applicable State and Local laws. Suggestion: Check trap every 24 hours.

